John Foley, former lead solo pilot with the Blue Angels, and his fellow pilots regularly flew at speeds of more than 500 mph and in formations as close as 18 inches apart. Achieving such precision as a team in a high-stakes environment required commitment, discipline and trust. Hear Foley explain how these same principles can help you reach and sustain excellence in your practice when he opens ACFAS 2019 on February 14 in New Orleans.

Foley graduated from the U.S. Naval Academy with a degree in mechanical engineering and was a defensive back for the Navy’s Midshipmen football team. As a pilot, he was a six-time Top Ten Carrier Pilot winner before becoming a Marine instructor pilot and a Blue Angel. He also did actual flying in the movie Top Gun from the carrier deck of the U.S.S. Enterprise. Now as an entrepreneur and advisor to successful corporations and leaders worldwide, Foley uses his experience to reverse-engineer the Blue Angels’ culture of excellence and teamwork to help others on their journey toward higher performance.

Don’t miss John Foley and all that ACFAS 2019 in New Orleans has to offer! Register today at acfas.org/neworleans.